
competence and in the scale of its operations. Bureaucratic deficiencies are not played down:
the reactive nature of government, the over-ambition of certain expeditions, the failures of con-
sultation and lack of understanding of the logistical implications of plans among statesmen.
But more impressive are the operational achievements, demonstrated in statistics of shipping
hired and troops shipped. Most expeditions arose from proposals approved by the secretary of
state for war; it was therefore highly advantageous that able statesmen, Henry Dundas and
Lord Castlereagh, held that office for long periods. Even more important was the tenure as
chairman of the Transport Board for over twenty years of Captain (later Sir) Rupert George.

Expeditions of the Revolutionary War are broken into components for analysis of their
success or failure. Those of the Napoleonic Wars are examined at greater length. Over fifty
expeditions are considered in total. It was remarkable that the gestation period, from point
of issue of instruction to the Transport Board to date of sailing of first transports, was no
longer than between ten and sixteen weeks. This was a remarkably short time, given that
the expeditions of the Napoleonic Wars made huge transport demands. The Walcheren expe-
dition, for instance, required 352 transports and 264 warships. Most memorable is the fast-
moving build-up of British military forces in Europe during the period of the Hundred
Days between Napoleon’s escape from Elba and his defeat at Waterloo. British troops were
shipped to Europe at the rate of about 11,000 a month. Some came from North America,
where the War of 1812 was coming to an end. But by then such movements were normal.
By the end of the 1813, the British regular army numbered nearly 240,000, of which 76
percent was overseas. By comparison with the armies of France or Russia, that size was
small. But by naval strength and convoy, by knowledge of the market for shipping, by the cal-
culating hire of that small proportion of British shipping (about 9–10 percent) that was neither
unsuitable in size nor committed to trading voyages, the British army was transported wher-
ever necessary around the coast of Europe and around the world. It was the Transport Board,
its agents and their experience of shipping troops, which gave Britain her global power and
flexibility of military reach at the beginning of the nineteenth century.

With thirty charts and tables, three appendices (the British empire’s shipping, ships built in
England, and Britain’s military forces serving at home and overseas), full footnotes, and bib-
liography, this book will long serve as a work of reference. Sutcliffe and Boydell Press are to be
congratulated on a significant contribution to our knowledge of the military history of the
British state.

Roger Morriss
University of Exeter
r.a.morriss@exeter.ac.uk

MARTIN THOMAS and RICHARD TOYE. Arguing about Empire: Imperial Rhetoric in Britain and
France, 1882–1956. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017. Pp. 277. $55.00 (cloth)
doi: 10.1017/jbr.2018.75

In many ways, this comparative volume by two self-described political historians is a return to
an older way of writing imperial history. While acknowledging the importance of the cultural
and postcolonial turns, the authors analyze official French and British justifications of expan-
sion at key moments of competition between the two empires. Rhetorical conflict at the
highest echelons had the power either to escalate or defuse Franco-British rivalries, and the
results mattered for the colonized. In the end, of course, Britain and France never went to
war. Instead, they remained squabbling co-imperialists, alternately threatening and
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cooperating with each other. How official statesmen managed this “co-imperialism” as inter-
national norms shifted over time is the subject of this book.

An introduction, seven chapters, and a short conclusion make up the volume, in which
Martin Thomas and Richard Toye emphasize the social nature of rhetoric and define it primar-
ily as public speech; their lodestar is J. G. A. Pocock rather than Edward Said, and to explore
such speech in context they rely primarily on diplomatic correspondence and the press.
Although an extensive literature comparing France and Britain exists, Thomas and Toye
offer something new: a series of case studies of crisis between France and Britain in the
parts of the world where the two empires rubbed up against each other most, that is,
North/Northern Africa and the Middle East. Individual chapters follow on Tunisia and
Egypt (1881–82), Fashoda (1898), the Moroccan Crises (1905 and 1911), the Chanak
Crisis (1922), World War II crises, and Suez (1956).

Thomas and Toye open the book with the French invasion of Tunis in 1881 and its British
“near-cousin” (19), the Egyptian crisis of 1882. France’s hastily executed annexation of Tunisia
raised Britain’s hackles; Britain had vital interests of its own to defend in the Ottoman empire.
British hostility toward France over Tunisia, along with rivalry between Gladstonian Liberals
and Conservatives within Britain, in turn encouraged the British to go it alone in Egypt a year
later. In the process, Gladstone developed “new Liberal languages of contractual duties, inter-
national cooperation, hostility to despotism, the aspiration to national freedom and the rule of
(moral and actual) law” (47).

Thomas and Troye then move from “equivalent” conquests to confrontation. The famous
1898 clash between France and Britain at Fashoda was as much a rhetorical battle as it was
a political triumph for the British. The outcome, given British military prominence in the
Sudan, was never in doubt. In an age of volatile mass politics epitomized by the Dreyfus
Affair, however, the French could not be utterly humiliated if peace in Europe was to hold.
When the French bowed to the inevitable and ordered Colonel Marchand to retreat before
General Kitchener’s superior forces, they insisted that they alone had morality on their
side—Republican France had upheld international law and preserved Europe’s peace in the
face of a duplicitous and rapacious Albion. In contrast, British politicians, anxious already
to repair their battered relationship with la grande nation, decided to praise Marchand as an
“emissary of civilization” (81).

And repair it they did. After Fashoda, co-imperialist cooperation within the context of the
Entente Coloniale of 1904 became the norm until the 1920s. The two Moroccan crises are a
case in point. Britain was no longer expansionist, and it proved willing to accommodate French
(but certainly not German) ambitions in the region. Thus, in 1905 and again in 1911, when
Germany threatened French influence in a test “of the changing diplomatic waters of inter-
imperial competition” (97), France and Britain closed ranks. Lloyd George’s bellicose 1911
Mansion House speech in particular convinced Berlin to back down, signifying that “rhetorical
posturing supplanted inter-governmental negotiation” (121). Co-imperialism faced new chal-
lenges from the 1920s through 1945; in one of the most interesting chapters, Thomas and
Troye take up the Anglo-Turkish war scare of 1922. France was pro-Kemalist Turkey, Britain
pro-Greece in a poisonous dispute over who would control the Allied occupied territories over-
looking the Dardenelles. In public debates and behind closed doors, Briand’s republican legal-
ism and concern for France’s Arab mandates clashed with Lloyd George’s impetuous
adventurism; this time Britain was forced to back down.

Franco-British cooperation was immensely complicated by France’s defeat in 1940 and the
emergence of both Vichy and de Gaulle’s Free French. Clashes between Churchill and de
Gaulle erupted most seriously after 1941, yet again in the Middle East. While the British by
1945 were transitioning from empire to Commonwealth, de Gaulle sought to turn back the
clock from Syria to Morocco. The French leader was painfully aware that Britain was only
too willing to “speak the language of self-determination (selectively) at France’s expense”
(194). Yet when push came to shove, both imperial powers were determined to resist the
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tide of history; how else to account for “the last gasp of empire” that was Suez, which saw
France and Britain acting in concert, albeit with different rhetorical justifications? The lan-
guage of internationalism was ubiquitous on both sides, now that international opinion
rejected the very words “imperialism” and “empire.” But where the Conservative Anthony
Eden stressed Colonel Nasser’s lawlessness and British traditions of working for peace, Social-
ist prime minister Guy Mollet insisted that the wider stability of North Africa was at stake.

A short summary cannot do justice to the richness of this lucidly written and well-illustrated
contribution to what certain French historians are calling “histoire croisée”—entangled history.
If “new imperial historians” have neglected high politics and relations between empires,
Thomas and Toye here convincingly redress the balance. As they point out, the extensive
public debates that occurred in both countries at moments of imperial crisis were absolutely
critical to arriving at a position on Anglo-French issues. This said, readers with a prior knowl-
edge of the two national politics in question will get the most out of Arguing about Empire.
And, in the spirit of ongoing Anglo-French rivalry, I would note that British imperial rhetoric
is more thoroughly explored in these pages than that of France. But then, who had the bigger
empire?

Alice L. Conklin
Ohio State University
conklin.44@osu.edu

BRIAN WARD. Martin Luther King in Newcastle upon Tyne: The African American Freedom
Struggle and Race Relations in the North East of England. Newcastle upon Tyne: Tyne Bridge
Publishing, 2017. Pp. 308. $22.23 (cloth).
doi: 10.1017/jbr.2018.76

In this lively study, Brian Ward uses the November 1967 visit of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. to
Newcastle upon Tyne as the starting point for a broader foray into the history of race and rights
in the North East of England. Tying together a range of personal and institutional histories on
a local, national, and international level, Ward sheds new light on King’s historic 1967 visit to
accept an honorary doctorate in Civil Law from Newcastle University, as well as making a per-
suasive case for the region’s broader role in and engagement with global freedom struggles.

Ward is no stranger to the British northeast, having cut his academic teeth at the Universities
of Durham and Newcastle during the 1990s before returning to the region as Northumbria’s
first professor of American Studies in 2012. This local flavor ably complements Ward’s expan-
sive knowledge of the African American freedom struggle, exhibited through award-winning
studies such as Just My Soul Responding: Rhythm and Blues, Black Consciousness and Race Rela-
tions (1998) andRadio and the Struggle for Civil Rights in the South (2004). The roots of Ward’s
interest in King’s visit to the northeast can be traced back to his unearthing of previously lost
archival footage of the trip in 1992, and in many ways Martin Luther King in Newcastle upon
Tyne represents the culmination of an intellectual journey started more than two decades ago,
one that serves to showcase its author’s vast knowledge of race relations in Britain and the
United States. At the same time, the tone and pace of the book remain engaging and pleasingly
accessible, with academic jargon kept to a minimum.

Ward organizes the work into twelve chapters spread across four sections, although the bulk
of material here is concentrated within the first two sections of the book. Part one, “The Visit,”
focuses on the circumstances behind, rationale for, and impact of, King’s visit to Newcastle in
November 1967. Ward expertly sketches out the minutiae of King’s short stay in the northeast,
demonstrating how his seemingly unusual decision to accept the university’s invitation can be
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